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FOREWORD

by Alan Cr i sp

 I write this from an unusual 
perspective, it will be my last foreword 
for a degree exposition brochure as 
my retirement is now imminent. Whilst 
inscribing this in reflective and somewhat 
melancholy temperament; I am not sure at 
which end of which of Frost’s ‘roads’ I stand; 
however, I am sure that I share Lawrence’s 
disposition, as I look from the same window 
to a world I do not wish to join either, but have 
too.  The same ‘daisy froth’ lies quiescent on 
the lawn adjacent Shakespeare Street, the 
entrance hall to the Arkwright building, as it 
is now known still has its big stone chimney-
piece and its Gothic arches still support 
the balcony above, the students of 2016-
2017 are however, very different, different 
from that time and different from mine. 

It is indeed their time and they present for 
you their designs both contemporaneous 
and futuristic. Their work in a truly holistic 
sense reflects the courses’ philosophy; that 
of responsible design and the character and 
quality of their products, within the degree 
show, highlights their pleasure from working 
materials and designing systems and products 
from both a modern and innovative aspect; 
it is reflected in the knowledge that their 
realised designs will be mutually beneficial, to 
themselves and to the community at large.  

When viewing or reading their work I 
annex that same pleasure and satisfaction, 
I understand how precious their work is 
to them and the wider community and I 
find pride both personal and shared in the 
combination of worked materials, visualised, 
designed and realised in such exclusive 
products.

I have the greatest empathy with their 
written dissertations, many on subject 
matter they care about greatly and which 
demonstrates their responsibility, sympathy, 
and maturity as designers, designers of 
whom I am justifiably proud. The whole of 
their work including the dissertation gives 
me as it gives others great satisfaction and 
delight in that it is produced by them; my 
students.

Finally, I would wish them all the greatest 
success in their careers, they clearly stand at 
the start of the road, and may it be smooth 
and straight.

My very best regards, 

Head of Product Design
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A WORD

by Rebecca Gamble

 It has truly been a pleasure to 
work with this group of young designers, 
in this, their final year of study and my
first year as Course Leader for BA 
(Hons) Furniture and Product Design.

Meeting these students at the beginning 
of the academic year, as they returned 
from their industry placement, I was 
stuck by their informed knowledge,
professionalism, ambition, responsibility 
and maturity towards the design process.

The practice and research produced this
year spans the commercial to the conceptual,
and reflects historical references, forecasting
trends, their everyday observations 
and material experimentation.

Many thought-provoking, topical ideas have
been explored through their final designs and
dissertation research; exhibiting the breadth
and depth of their learning on this course
and connection to the world of design.
.

This class of 2017 will be missed, leaving
behind the creative and friendly studio
culture they initiated, for the next year of
students to inherit and adapt. As they begin
this new chapter in their creative careers I
wish them all the best success.

Taking note of the unpredictable yet exciting
landscape for you as emerging designers, I
encourage you to question, to challenge, to
experiment, to act. For, what is design?

Qu’est ce que le design? (What is design?)

“Design is a method of action.”

Charles and Ray Eames
Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Palais de
Louvre, 1972.

With very best wishes for your future,

Dr Rebecca Gamble
Course Leader, BA (Hons) Furniture and 
Product Design
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Email: navdeashbains@hotmail.com

Twitter: @NickyB_Designs

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/nav-bains-59310a9a
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An exploration into the craftsmanship of ceramics inspired the concept behind Casting Earth
through experimentation with clay bodies, forms and glazes. Casting Earth consists of 
hand-made vases, pot pourri bowls and tealights created for decorative uses in the home.
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Inspired by Scandinavian design, Lykke presents minimalism, simplicity and functionality
with it’s American White Oak form complemented with Brass edging. Lykke maintains the
traditional impression of integrated runners in the drawers and doors alongside routered handles.
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Katie Brown
Ta
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r

Email: kbrown15@live.co.uk

Twitter: @BROWN_Designs

Tel: 07730352836

Taper seamlessly incorporating Steel, Oak and Brass in a statement 
pendant light. The unique shape of the Oak, allows the light to shine through in a 
variety of directions, allowing the user to explore Taper from all angles.  
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Minimalistic yet stylish, Elona is a high end piece of furniture. Made from  
Plywood and Walnut, Elona is an interchangeable piece of design, 
available in different colour finishes and wood depending on the users specification.
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Jack Butterworth
Lu
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Email: jack.butterworth@hotmail.co.uk

Web: www.jackbutterworth.co.uk

Social: @jackbdesign

Acknowledging the history of artificial lighting, Luceo’s form emulates a candle
flame. The soft curves promote feelings of happiness and pleasure. Available in
polished copper or brass, with numerous colour options, Luceo suits any environment.
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Celebrating all things 1920s, Malone encapsulates elements of the American Prohibition era and 
modernises them to create this minimalistic storage range.  From low sideboards to mid height 
cabinets, the range’s unobtrusive posture makes it an ideal addition for smaller environments.
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Simone Chester
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Email: simone-chester@hotmail.co.uk

LinkedIn: https://uk.linkedin.com/in/simonechester

Tel: 07850385860

This project investigated the amount of plastic waste created from milk bottles. The United Kingdom 
uses over 5 million tonnes of plastic each year, with only 29% being recovered or recycled. Reborn 
was created in the attempt to breathe new life into waste plastic by creating decorative homewares.
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First Steps is an introductory experience to allow young children to familiarise themselves with the kitchen,
whilst combatting the problem of worktop height restrictions. The storage compartments include 
everything a young budding chef would need, creating pathways for learning, nostalgia and memories.
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Leda Daroczi

Email: leda.daroczi@gmail.com

Web: www.ledadaroczi.com

Web: www.authenticattribute.com

Octacone is a packaging material designed for Little Choc Apothecary, a vegan creperie in New York. 
Made out of recycled paper and coated with soy wax, the product is fully biodegradable. The
ribbon fastened cone unfolds in an origami style transforming a crystal shaped bag into a plate. 
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Authentic Attribute celebrates ancient designs and self-development. The Pyramid Bed is the first
furniture launched for the brand.  It features a 2m x 2m sized hanging bed where the user can lay 
down and gaze at the stars or meditate in the centre. The top half is detachable for indoor use.
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Nasser Fahad
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Email: nasserfahad95@gmail.com

Web: www.nasserfahaddesigns.co.uk

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/nasser-fahad-872668137

The Noor Lamp is a culture inspired lamp, bringing the art and history of calligraphy and Islam to a
household product. The shade being made from porcelain brings a delicate, yet classical look to the
design.  The calligraphy which reads ‘Shahada – Faith’, expresses the culture of Islam.
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The Bordo Furniture Range consists of 3 pieces inspired by contemporary Italian design.  The Scatola – Media
Unit, The Credenza – Sideboard and The Cassetti – Bedside Drawers, all made from walnut veneered ply 
with laminated fronts. The range comes in 3 colours, Champagne Beige, Shadow Black and Arctic White.
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James Girling 
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Email: james.girling@hotmail.com

Web: www.jamesgirling.com

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/james-girling

‘Cu|ONE’  is a pendant light designed with a minimal form to express light in residential
interiors. This project was part of an investigation into combining concrete and
metallic metals to produce a unique aesthetic through the contrast of materials.
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‘Kurve Collection’ is designed for modern day open plan living spaces. Inspired through German minimalism
and clean lines, to produce a Kitchen Bar Stool which is functional for all users. The collection is translated
into a side table to provide a seamless flow of furniture through an open plan living area.
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Jack Lowry Green

Email: jackgreen94@gmail.com

Web: www.jackgreendesign.com

Made from steam bent Ash, Porabola works perfectly as a large feature light. By combining 
traditional Japanese joinery with steam bending, Porabola’s organic shape is achieved. The 
oscillating layers of wood stop direct light while creating an ambient glow that fills the room.
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Split is a lounge chair with accompanying foot stool designed for the living room or office 
space. Its slung leather seat and back offers comfort, while the wooden frame creates an 
organic form while providing strength. Split is available in a range of woods and leather colours.
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Vivin Gresdayani

Email: vivinsun@yahoo.com

Tel: 07707460234

The form of Zisha+ tea-set celebrates the union of three tea cultures: English, Chinese and Japanese.
The teapot was made of zisha clay extracted from Huang-Long-Moutain in Yixing-China. It was
traditionally unglazed and porous to enchance the flavour and aroma of the tea the longer it is steeped. 
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This project was initiated to support the rattan industry in Indonesia by intergrating traditional
material into contemporary design. Anggun translated as elegance in Indonesian, presented a harmony
between traditional and modern material, with a unique twist of sewing woven rattan on fabric.



Erin Hartley

Email: erin.h@live.co.uk

Twitter: @EHartleyDesigns

Tel: 07932010911

Wona, a stunning desk lamp that creates a harmonious marriage between Glacier White Corian and 
copper. The lampshade allows a wide projection of light onto the user’s desk, while reflecting off the 
copper. A set back lamp arm enables the user to place belongings on the base to de-clutter their desk. 
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Stylish and functional, Levende is designed for longevity, with a sturdy Ash frame, and removable cushions
that allow the foam to be replaced over the years, upholstered in a timeless grey. The shelf provides 
extra storage, and the Pantone Greenery cushion adds a pop of colour and keeps the chair on trend.
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Dan Hook

Email: d.hookdesign@gmail.com

Web: www.dhookdesign.com

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-hook
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Roger is a ceramic and cork pendant light. Its fitting is designed in a way that allows the shade to be slipcast in 
most clays and still fit, regardless of shrinkage. Once formed, the shade can also be edited, distorted and glazed 
in a combination of different ways before final firing, meaning a vast range can be produced from one mould. 
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The Joni Range is a selection of modular furniture intended for waiting areas in public spaces, such as barber
shops and tattoo studios. The cushions are made by pouring expanding polyurethane foam mix into an 
open-ended former and allowing it to expand on its own accord. This creates a unique, organic shape. 
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Jordan Ingledew
C
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Email: jidesign@outlook.com

Web: www.Ingledewdesign.com

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/jordan-ingledew

With a recent revival in brutalistic architecture COnK aimed to use materials and a style that 
reflected this. Through the use of a hand-crafted tool, the ability to crack away the reinforced 
concrete to reveal the light provides an intimate and connected experience with the product. 
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Curve is a contemporary space saving table range presented in a choice of calming pastel colours 
for the modern living space. The table makes use of the unique angled corner system and chord, 
allowing the user to hang it flat as a conversational piece or bring it to shape as a useful table. 
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Stephanie Leake
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Email: stephanieleake15@gmail.com

Web: www.stephanieleake.com

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/stephanie-leake-632384b9/

Jack Bowls celebrate leather and its natural appearance, demonstrate medieval techniques, 
and utilise an unusual material to encourage the family to eat healthier. Keeping the history and
story of the material alive, by using a boiling process called Cuir Bouilli and vegetable tanned leather.
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The Gaddi Stools address the question: can sitting differently, increase our happiness?
Inspired by the Indian Gaddi community (claimed to be the happiest people). Occasional
stools, hoping to encourage increased happiness and feeling of community in the home.
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Natasha Lewis
vi

v

Email: natashalewis1994@hotmail.co.uk

Web: www.natashalewisdesign.com

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/natasha-lewis

viv is a pendant light designed for the domestic kitchen-dining environment, using
cork  and powder coated steel, available in a range of colours. Using no adhesives
or fixings, viv is designed for simple and sustainable assembly and disassembly.
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Utilising the limited amount of space found in urban apartments, Elma is a three seater
sofa created to suit open planned apartments. Integrated hanging space adds character
and function to the sofa, with exposed elements adding to the industrial aesthetic.
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Molly McDowell
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Email: mollymcdowell@live.com

Pentorian is a decorative table lamp that contrasts Corian and Black American Walnut, resulting in a modern
aesthetic. The unique water jet cut and thermoformed shade enables shadows to be cast, creating 
an ambient light. The design is versatile and can be made into a pendant light and floor standing lamp.
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This  contemporary desk design explores the idea of incorporating texture to a conventional flat surface.
It provides a decorative aspect while having the potential to be functional. Constructed from Walnut and 
Ash with subtle Corian detailing, the Ripple Desk includes a drawer and a removable Corian writing slab. 
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Dave Morris
LI
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I

Email: d.morris.design@outlook.com

Twitter: @Design_Morris

Happiness and joy; Liwi is a pendant light set designed to encourage happiness
and joy through colours. An experimentation through colour pencils, Liwi aims to
create a positive feeling to any consumer with its simple, contemporary design.    
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Functional and unusual; Astell is an exploration through concrete. A sideboard that incorporates concrete
as a functional material not only an aesthetic one, to create a compact sideboard that offers plenty
of storage. Contemporary and timeless, Astell is a development of past scandinavian designs.
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Annah Morrish
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Email: annah.morrish@gmail.com

A child’s desk and stool. The standing desk has an easel style top and chalk board 
side, with storage space inside the stool. Birch Plywood has been chosen to give
Angus a traditional toy feel and also enables the desk set to remain on display in any home.
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This modern coffee table brings together industrial concrete and natural live edge wood. 
Through research about consumer’s perspectives of materials, this table aims to bring 
an engaging side to concrete for the consumer to invite the material inside their homes.
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Jake Pinder

Email: jakepinder@gmail.com

Tel: 07921296003
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Suono’s are passive Hi-Fi bookshelf speakers designed for exceptional audio quality and longevity. They 
are made from fibre re-inforced concrete which prevents any shaking in the speaker, meaning only the
intended audio can be heard. This provides a top quality speaker at a fraction of the price of traditonal cabinets.
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Mondo is a compact lounge chair made from waste fabric and bio resin set in a single form with no supporting
structure. It aims to find a solution to the large quantities of unusable fabric off cuts generated by
upholstery companies going to landfills and prove that desirable products can be made from waste.



Zac Robinson

Email: zrobinson.design@gmail.com

Web: www.zacrobinsondesign.co.uk

Coroflot: www.coroflot.com/zacwilliamrobinson/portfolio

A portable kitchen caddy fixed on rubber caster wheels, designed to enhance flexibility around the 
kitchen and provide the user with a hassle-free cooking and preparation process. The Compact  Kitchen
Caddy can be easily stored and hidden away in a specially designed shell built into the kitchen layout. 
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Situated in the corner of the lounge, Unwind forms a comfortable occassional chair; a space for
the user to sit back and relax. The key features enhance comfort through 
the high back and wings, providing privacy and a sense of personal space.



Adam J Rowe
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Email: adamjrowe@outlook.com

Web: www.adamjrowedesign.co.uk

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/adamjrowe

Element is an exploration into Corian. Etched on the inside of the Corian is patternwork to
allow light to diffuse through and provide representations of earth, wind and water. The patternwork
together with the use of leather provide a calm environment within both domestic and public spaces. 
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This highly flexible range allows people to be nomadic and choose their prefered work
environment and posture. The range enhances performance, health and wellbeing
through the use of biophilic design attributes - reinstating our connection with nature.
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Jack Tanser
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Email: jacktanser@outlook.com

Web: www.jacktanser.com

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/jacktanser

Cannon is a minimal ambient lamp designed for the domestic environment. This interactive lamp provides 
simple multidirectional lighting through a choice of pitch on various angled facets. The shade can be rotated 
to move the cable and ‘Cannon’ can be customised with a variety of materials to complement any interior.
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The Omfavne (Embrace) chair is inspired by Danish furniture design. Nestled within a rounded ash 
frame the veneered plywood backrest hugs an upholstered seat. The elegant curve of the chair offers 
comfort and functionality for both domestic and commercial spaces, placed alone or as a group. 
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Joy Yap
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Email: joyyapdesign@gmail.com

Web: www.twitter.com/joyyapdesign

Behance: www.behance.net/joyyapdesign

Made primarily out of oak, comprising of a mirror, coat rack and shoe rack, Entree is a free-standing
entryway storage that looks into alternative ways of storing belongings by the entryway of a home. This is to 
minimise unnecessary clutter that builds up over time and encourages people to cherish their belongings more. 
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Heron is a modular end table that can be used on its own or in multiples for a variety of purposes and 
configurations. Made from a mixture of reclaimed and fresh birch plywood, Heron is suitable for use 
in various areas of the home environment where a small surface or storage compartment is needed.
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We must say a fond farewell to our Head of Product Design, Alan Crisp, as he retires from the University 
this year, after 38 years of dedicated service. As a team, we would like to take this opportunity to thank 
him, on behalf of all current and former students and colleagues at the University, for his wisdom, support 

and humour over the years.
 

We hope you enjoy your retirement – we will miss you!
 

Best wishes,
Product Design
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THANK YOU

 The degree show and brochure wouldn’t have been made possible without:

 Head of Product Design
 Mr Alan Crisp

 Course Managers
 Mr James Dale
 Mr Chris Lamerton

 All Individual Tutors

 Course Leaders
 Dr Rebecca Gamble
 Dr Joseph Stewart
 Dr Matthew Watkins

 Photography
 George Ainsworth
 Ellen Bowley
 Chloe Calman
 Rory Fuller

 Printers
 Steve Seddon at Hickling and Squires
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A special thanks to the workshop and technical staff for 
their expert knowledge and supportive guidance.
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SHOW TEAMS

BRANDING TEAM - led by Matt Keeffe

 Sam Whitaker   Sam Haslam   Martin Lee
 Agatha Chan   Jake Tebbutt   Ian Henderson
 James O’Brien   Will Charteris   Joe Baxter  
 Ben Irwin   Dan Hook   Jack Green

BROCHURE TEAM - led by Thomas Lewis

 Simone Chester   Erin Hartley   Katie Brown
 Nav Bains   Ben Ernzten   Tania Atyabi

SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM - led by Tommie Sheppard

 Natasha Lewis   Nasser Fahad   Megan Edge
 Luke Denby   Agatha Chan   Camille Webley  
     Gordon Cooper

EXHIBITION TEAM - led by George Ainsworth

 Hannah Manley   Ellen Bowley   Chloe Calman
 Jag Bisla    Rebecca Doherty   Nikian Aghababaie
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SHOW DATES

  DEGREE SHOW 2017   NEW DESIGNERS 2017
  
  Private Viewing I 2nd June 2017  Part 2: Product Design
  Public Viewing I 3rd June - 10th June 2017 5th July - 8th July 2017

  Nottingham Trent University  Business Design Centre
  Newton Building    Islington
  Burton Street    London
  Nottingham NF1 4BU   N1 0QH

  +44 (0)115 941 8418   +44 (0)20 7288 6738

For more information regarding the shows visit:

www.ntudesignindustries.com
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